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Value Investing and Fear
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Over the years, volumes have been published discussing value and debating when this style of investing might
be in or out of favor. We, too, have added to the conversation, writing previously about the benefit of utilizing a
valuation spread or discount to time value cycles. Since then, while we have found that the valuation spread has
been an effective tool for predicting value regimes, we also have explored a behavioral reason for value’s
outperformance. We believe a major contributor to the value anomaly is simply a basic emotion—fear. We
consider value investing to be a strategy that strongly reverts and outperforms after there is enough fear in the
marketplace causing value stocks to reach their deepest discount level.

How to Measure Fear?
In Chart 1, we measure the valuation discount by calculating the spread between the median of the cheapest
25% of companies’ valuations based on price-to-book ratios and the median of the broad U.S. market as
measured by the top 1,000 stocks based on market capitalization. As shown, the valuation spread tends to be
very wide during a crisis and/or recessions, followed by narrowing of the spread. When this narrowing occurs,
value stocks tend to significantly outperform.
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The extreme widening of the valuation spread during market dislocations that occur during or near the start of
value cycles suggests that fear may act as a catalyst and play a role in extending the outperformance of value.
To incorporate a proxy to represent fear-based investor behavior, we integrated a credit spread—the Baa
corporate bond yield minus the 10-year Treasury bond yield—within our analysis of the valuation spread. These
two spreads, the valuation and credit spreads, demonstrated a high correlation of 0.5 since 1975 (see Chart 2).
Over the past 20 years, they were even more strongly correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.8.

 



 

Our initial research has revealed that the magnitude and time period of the credit spread widening combined
with the magnitude and narrowing of the valuation spread may influence the performance of value stocks. In 
Chart 3, we show certain crises that most likely caused both the valuation and credit spreads to be very wide.
The crises also were followed by the start of value cycles as valuation spreads began to narrow, depicted by the
arrows. During the initial months of the six value cycles, these discounted stocks outperformed expensive
companies in all cycles except during 1991 (Value Cycle #3, shown in Chart 3). You can see during that year the
valuation spread peaked and then narrowed, but the credit spread was not extremely wide, resulting in value
underperforming in 1991. However, as the credit spread increased during 1992, and the valuation spread
continued to narrow, value stocks significantly outperformed into and throughout 1993. Also of note is that the
valuation spread became very wide in 2018, but value stocks did not outperform. You can see that the credit
spread was narrow during that period, and we posit that perhaps a lack of fear in the bond market resulted in
value companies continuing to underperform. In Value Cycle #5 in 2009, while valuation spreads were very wide
at their peak, the credit spread quickly narrowed, resulting in roughly equal returns for value versus growth
stocks over the next few years.

 



 

Magnitude and Duration Matter

The table below reveals that, along with valuation spreads, both the magnitude of the credit spread and the
length of time during which credit spreads remained wide may affect the performance of value stocks. You can
observe that for each value cycle, maximum historical valuation spreads were all extremely wide—greater than
two standard deviations above long-term history. However, when looking at credit spreads, there was more
variation in the duration of a wide spread.

In the table (see Figure 4), we have highlighted three value cycles with similar valuation spreads but very
different credit spread environments. We looked at the credit spread magnitude and duration of each and the
relationship to value’s outperformance over growth. 

Historically, the highest outperformance of value over growth occurred in the early 2000s (Value Cycle #4) when
there was both a wide valuation spread and a wide credit spread that remained wide for a longer period of time.
When the credit spread was wide for only a brief time period, which occurred coming out of the Global Financial
Crisis (Value Cycle #5), value barely outperformed. When the maximum credit spread was at the lowest level of
the six value cycles, which occurred in the early 1990s (Value Cycle #3), the value outperformance was lower
relative to the other cycles, excluding Value Cycle #5. Although there are a limited number of cycles to evaluate,
thus far there appears to be indication that the greater the fear, expressed as both magnitude and longer
duration of high credit spreads, the greater the potential for value to outperform. 

 



 

Implications for Current Value Cycle
Looking at the current value cycle underway (Value Cycle #6), the credit spread has been significantly wide for
only three months. However, the credit spread has started to trend wider as valuation spreads have narrowed
over the past few months. A continuation of this trend in both spreads—valuation and credit—could possibly
extend the value cycle, similar to what occurred in 1992 and 1993 (Value Cycle #3).

Understanding Value Anomalies

While there are only five value cycles to analyze, we are conducting this research to make intuitive sense of
what may be contributing to the value anomaly. We believe that investor behavioral biases play a role in all
investing. Regardless of the factor, whether it is the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX), stock price volatility, credit
spreads, or any other factor exemplifying fear, we believe that this emotion plays a role in the outperformance
of value stocks.

Groupthink is bad, especially at investment management firms. Brandywine Global therefore takes special care
to ensure our corporate culture and investment processes support the articulation of diverse viewpoints. This
blog is no different. The opinions expressed by our bloggers may sometimes challenge active positioning within
one or more of our strategies. Each blogger represents one market view amongst many expressed at Brandywine
Global. Although individual opinions will differ, our investment process and macro outlook will remain driven by
a team approach. 
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Social Media Guidelines

Brandywine Global Investment Management, LLC ("Brandywine Global") is an investment adviser registered with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). Brandywine Global may use Social Media sites to convey relevant
information regarding portfolio manager insights, corporate information and other content.

Any content published or views expressed by Brandywine Global on any Social Media platform are for informational
purposes only and subject to change based on market and economic conditions as well as other factors. They are not
intended as a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any country, region, market, industry, investment or
strategy. This information should not be considered a solicitation or an offer to provide any Brandywine Global service
in any jurisdiction where it would be unlawful to do so under the laws of that jurisdiction. Additionally, any views
expressed by Brandywine Global or its employees should not be construed as investment advice or a recommendation
for any specific security or sector.

Brandywine Global will monitor its Social Media pages and any third-party content or comments posted on its Social
Media pages. Brandywine Global reserves the right to delete any comment or post that it, in its sole discretion, deems
inappropriate or prevent from posting any person who posts inappropriate or offensive content. Any opinions expressed
by persons submitting comments don't necessarily represent the views of Brandywine Global. Brandywine Global is not
affiliated with any of the Social Media sites it uses and is, therefore, not responsible for the content, terms of use or
privacy or security policies of such sites. You are advised to review such terms and policies.


